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Bluedio t elf manual

Operational instructions of the user's manual structural sketch: Tips before use: Remove the earbud charging insulation sheet from the charging box, then put the earbuds back in the charging box and close it for charging. Bluetooth pairing: Turn off Bluetooth on your mobile phone first. Open the charging box and you will see that the LED light on two earbuds flashes. Turn on
bluetooth on your mobile phone to search for T Elf 2 and it to Connect. Music control: a tap button to control the pause/playback of music. Double dick the touch button of the right earbud to increase the volume and three times click to move on to the next song. Double-click the touch button of the left earbud to reduce the volume and three times the cock to move on to the
previous song. User Manual Model: T-Elf Structural Sketch T Elf edition tips: Before using for the first time, remove the transparent insulation paper under the headphones, and then put the headphones back in the charging box for normal use. When a single unit is low power, you can insert the two units into the charging box and charge them completely, then restore the two units
for normal use. The T Elf edition is intelligently matched and the one with the request tone is the left channel that can be used separately for the main earphone set, such as driving and calling. The two headphones are paired with different mobile phones and can be used separately. When two headphones are paired with the same mobile phone, the one with the request signal
can be used alone. When wearing correctly, it will not descend during exercise, and the sense of hearing is batter. When the headphones are fully charged in the charging box, they will automatically reconnect. If you don't want to reconnect it, you can turn off your mobile phone's Bluetooth while charging, so as not to affect your alarm clock and other functions. Instructions for use:
Turn on: Open the cover of the charging box or hold down the multifunction button. Turn off: Put the headphones back in the charging box, close the lid or hold down the multifunction button. Bluetooth Pairing: After turning on the headphones, start your phone's Bluetooth and search for T Elf and click the connection. Music Control: Click the ribbon button to control your
break/music playback. Call Control: Click the ribbon button to answer/hang up the call; press the multifunction button for a long time to reject the call. Last radial: Press the multifunction key twice. Narrator: Hold down the multifunction button for a second and release it when you hear it's lashing•. Charging headphones on charge: headphones in the charging box and close the lid.
During charging, the blue light of the charging box is on, and when it is fully charged, the blue light is turned off. Charging In the charging box: During charging, the green light of the charging box is turned on for a long time and the green light is turned off when it is fully charged. Red light flashes on charging box: indicates battery is low discharge must be charged. The left and
right headphones erase pairing information: If only one headset has audio or the other headset is not connected, do the following separately for the two headphones: hold down the multifunction button until the headphones are turned off. Hold down the multifunction button until the headphones are on. When you hear the pairing tone, release the button, press the multifunction
button three times, and the headphones will turn off automatically. Put the two headphones back in the charging box and close the box and clear the pairing information. Open the charging box cover and turn on your mobile phone's Bluetooth function to make a pairing connection. Technical specifications Bluetooth version: 5.0 frequency range: 2.4 GHz-2.48 GHz support
protocols: A2DP, AVRCP, HSP, HFP frequency response range: standby time 20Hz-15 KHz: about 1000 hours of music/call time: about 7 hours charging time: about 1 hour for the headset and 2.5 hours for the charging case Voltage/input current: 5V/&gt;100mA Output power: 7 mW + 7mW Contact us www.bluedlo.com 400-889-0123 [email protected] Reviews Xiaomi Redmi
AirDots vs Haylou GT2 vs Alfawise V7 vs Bluedio T-elf 2 vs Bilikay F9 TWS Earphones: Which is the best? Xiaomi Redmi AirDotsRedmi AirDots is a popular headset offered by Xiaomi. This headset is supported by the built-in Bluetooth 5.0 chip. Therefore, this product is called the new generation of headphones. The data transfer speed can reach up to 2 times faster than the
previous generation. It can offer a stable and fast connection to all users. You can listen to and play any of your fa Boom Boom Ears 473 1. First manual connection A. Run the earbuds from charge case B. Press and hold the power button of two earbuds at the same time for about 3 seconds until you hear the POWER ON voice prompt, then two earbuds turn on and connect
automatically. C. Open the Bluetooth of the device, search for T Elf, connect the earbuds with the device. (If you can't find the T Elf on your device, check if the earbuds activate or not and please make the earbuds as close as possible to the device, try again) IMPORTANT HOT REMEMBER ----Two earbuds disconnect or a side earbud does not work. Don't worry, try to manually
repair two earbuds like the following steps. A. First, hold down and press the multifunction button until you hear listening mode b. Press the multifunction button of both earbuds continuously and quickly 3 times at the same time to clear the paring memory, then the earbuds will turn off automatically after the Previous. C. Then, put the two earbuds back in the charging box and
close the lid, then open the cover of the charging box (the earbuds should not be removed). The two earbuds mate. Or you can hold down the multifunction button of two earbuds at the same time for about 3 seconds for power on, two earbuds connect automatically again. (Please make two earbuds close each other as much as possible when using it) Q. Finally, turn on your
phone's Bluetooth for pairing. SearchT Elfâ€ again on your phone and connect your phone with earphones. If you still don't know clearly how to operate, watch related video shorts How to manually pair left and right earbuds and please don't forget the Bluedio after-sales service. 2. Reconnection ----- When the earbuds are fully charged in the case of charging, if the Bluetooth of
the mobile device is turned on and has been paired with elf â€œT, the earbuds automatically turn on and reconnect to the device when fully charged in the case of charging and the call can be transferred to the earbuds, in order to avoid missing important calls or alarm clocks , turn off your phone's Bluetooth when you're not using headphones. 3. After properly connecting the left
and right earbud, hold down the multifunctional button to turn off one headset, then the other will also turn off together. If you want to use a single headset, you need to insert the other headset into the charging case, the headset in the box will stop at work, but the other can be used normally. At this time, if you want to use two earbuds, press the multifunctional button to connect
two earbuds again. © 1996-2020, Amazon.com, Inc.
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